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What is Artificial Intelligence?



What is Artificial Intelligence?

When you look at this book, you’ll see that the traditional goals of AI 
research include reasoning, knowledge representation, searching, 
planning, constraint satisfaction, learning, natural language 
processing, perception, and robotics.

In other words, AI is sort of an umbrella term that covers many 
different paradigms and systems, some of which produced very 
useful and ‘smart’ programs, but not all of them necessarily ‘learning’ 
systems.



What is revolutionary about AI?

When we talk about the revolutionary part, it’s related to the recent 
developments in subfields such as:
● generative AI,
● language ‘understanding’,
● visual/speech perception,
● and systems that learn to come up with solutions for highly specialized 

scientific areas such as protein folding.



Magical AI examples

Generate music with a few words: 
https://www.stableaudio.com/



Magical AI examples

Speech generation with nuance and emotion & voice 
cloning https://huggingface.co/spaces/coqui/xtts

● 🌏 Supports 13 languages.
● 🔊 Voice cloning with just a 3-second audio 

clip.
● Emotion and style transfer by cloning.
● Cross-language voice cloning.



Magical AI examples

EvoDiff: new generative models for controllable 
protein design from sequence data
○ ✅generate high-quality proteins
○ ✅scaffold functional motifs
○ 🤩apply to therapeutic design + more!
○ https://github.com/microsoft/evodiff



Some examples from client projects

For one of our clients, we worked on building an AI system that could analyze Human Resources 
related texts in German and English, extracting phrases that correspond to relevant Human Resources 
concepts. This involved NLP techniques such as Named Entity Recognition, supervised learning, as 
well as ML techniques such as clustering, etc.

Some other projects:

● Analyzing hand-written exam papers of primary and secondary school students to automatically 
grade them, in order to decrease the already huge workload of teachers.

● Analyzing the supermarket receipts to identify how healthy a diet you have
● Analyzing call center dialog recordings in order to transcribe them and build a self-learning 

knowledge base to help future customers and decrease call center costs.



Where will AI be in 1, 5, 20 years from now?

“A good science fiction story should be able to predict not the automobile but the traffic jam.”
― Frederik Pohl

● Towards the end of 2022, soon after the announcement of ChatGPT by OpenAI, my wife, a high school
teacher of Dutch and English, started to use ChatGPT for enriching her class material, to come up with 
new questions about the topics she was teaching. When we had a conversation about this, we also 
started to talk about countermeasures… 

● A friend of mine said she was using ChatGPT to rephrase her complex explanations suitable for her 6-
year-old son. I couldn’t foresee such use cases!

What about human understanding? 



Where will AI be in 1, 5, 20 years from now?

● When it comes to AI, and the future of technology in general, it’s difficult to make accurate long-term 
predictions. The challenge is not to extrapolate the raw processing power: we can talk about 
advances in microchips, GPUs, how they are getting smaller, denser, faster, more capable every day. 
We can easily say that you’re carrying a supercomputer on your wrist. 

● The difficult things to estimate are the algorithmic breakthroughs, the second and third-order effects: 
○ Think about the “traffic jam”!

● Think about:
○ The abundance of ever-growing publicly available data sets
○ systems trained on those data sets
○ those systems being integrated to all sorts of products
○ Leading to widespread data sets in every domain you can imagine



Impact of AI: ups and downs

● In many knowledge-intensive professions, there’s repetitive parts, for example what software 
developers call “boilerplate” code. We used to say “that code is not going to write itself, you know,” but, 
you know, yes, that code is going to write itself, because parts of it are related to doing things over and 
over, sort of variations on a theme. 

● The perspective: experienced software developers are already using AI-supported tools like they would 
interact with a junior developer, sort of an apprentice. 

● Of course, you still need to have some kind of human judgment, a final quality control because 
somebody must have the responsibility and ownership.



Impact of AI: an example



Impact of AI: current trends

Let’s take a look at some upcoming books from a popular IT publisher:

● Creating AI-Assisted Products and Processes
● Large Language Models in Depth
● AI-Accelerated Python Programming
● AI-Assisted Testing in Action
● Building AI Coding Assistants with ML.NET



AI: a threat?

Stuart Russell describes risks from highly advanced AI:

● The primary concern with advanced AI is not spooky emergent 
consciousness but simply the ability to make high-quality decisions. 
Here, quality refers to the expected outcome utility of actions 
taken.Now we have a problem:

○ The utility function may not be perfectly aligned with the values 
of the human race, which are (at best) very difficult to pin down.

○ Any sufficiently capable intelligent system will prefer to ensure its 
own continued existence and to acquire physical and 
computational resources – not for their own sake, but to 
succeed in its assigned task.



AI: a threat?

According to Stuart Russell:

● There’s a general misconception about AI — which is promulgated by 
Hollywood for reasons of having interesting plots and by the media, 
because they seem to want to put pictures of Terminator robots on 
every article — which is that the thing we need to be concerned about 
is consciousness, that somehow these machines will accidentally 
become conscious and then they’ll hate everybody and try to kill us.

● That’s a red herring. The thing that we’re concerned about here is 
competent, effective behavior in the world. If machines out-decide us, 
out-think us in the real world, we have to figure out how to make sure 
that they’re only ever acting on our behalf and not acting contrary to 
our interests.



All knowing AI: will people follow it like gospel?

Maybe you remember the case of Blake Lemoine. A former Google engineer who claimed that 
the company's language model has a soul. 

The company denied that and said he violated its security policies.  

Lemonie went to the press with claims that Google's Large Language Model (LLM), the 
Language Model for Dialogue Applications (LaMDA), is actually sentient.

I, of course, think that we still have a lot of way to go.



All knowing AI: will people follow it like gospel?



Thanks for listening!


